Vestibular capture of the perceived distance of passive linear self motion.
The relative role of visual and vestibular cues in determining the perceived distance of passive, linear self motion were assessed. Seventeen subjects were given cues to constant acceleration motion: either optic flow, physical motion in the dark or combinations of visual and physical motion. Subjects indicated when they perceived they had traversed a distance that had been previously indicated either visually or physically. The perceived distance of motion evoked by optic flow was accurate relative to a visual target but was perceptually equivalent to a shorter physical motion. The perceived distance of physical motion in the dark was accurate relative to a previously presented physical motion but was perceptually equivalent to a much longer visually presented distance. The perceived distance of self-motion when both visual and physical cues were present was perceptually equivalent to the physical motion experienced and not the simultaneous visual motion even when the target was presented visually. We describe this dominance of the physical cues in determining the perceived distance of self motion as "vestibular capture".